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Rationale for Regulation 

In this Chapter Kolstad explains how government needs to play an active role in solving the 

problems associated with pollution along with the different ways in which government 

intervention can happen. The author further discusses two basic theories of regulation – 

 

1. Public Interest Theory (PIT) is explained in Kolstad as “a theory of regulation which views 

the purpose of regulation as the promotion of public interest”. It is founded on three 

general reasons as why regulation must exist –  

• Imperfect Competition – Often imperfect competitive situations like natural 

monopolies are given as justifications for the regulation. In such situations 

government should avoid concentration of power in few hands. Government 

should also attempt to prevent collusion and restrict mergers which are likely to 

give excessive market power to few firms. 

•  Imperfect Information – Another reason for regulation is the imperfect 

information (regarding the quality of products) which might be available to the 

consumers when they are making decisions. This might happen since procuring 

information is costly for consumers and given the costs of acquiring complete 

information it might not be desirable also. In such situations government can 

regulate – either indirectly by issuing directives or specifying rules related to 

quality of products or directly by specifying, checking and enforcing the quality 

checks especially in food products. 

• Externalities – The last reason for government regulation is existence of 

externalities like public goods and “public bads” like pollution, toxic waste etc. 

Government can directly provide these goods at an efficient level so that in this 

context private markets are eliminated completely and regulate the provision of 

public bads by establishing a set of regulations. 

 

2. Interest Group Theory (IGT) is explained in Kolstad as “a theory of regulation which 

argues that the primary rationale for regulation is rent seeking”. He further explains rent 

seeking as an activity where private individuals or firms use the government to guarantee 

extra profits or rents through government mandated restrictions on economic activity. 



Political Economy Model of Regulation 

The problem with environmental regulation is that government tries to induce polluters to take 

socially desirable actions which might not be in the best interest of the polluter. The government 

consists of three branches –  

• Legislature/Parliament – which passes laws defining what regulators are supposed to do. 

• Regulator – different departments or ministries which oversee pollution control, checks 

firms and implements laws, etc. 

• Judiciary/Courts – where disputes are resolved when regulators’ rules or laws aren’t 

complied with. 

 

(Refer to Figure 8.1 in Chapter 11). The figure presents a schematic interaction among the three 

branches of the government. The legislature should ideally work as a benevolent planner which 

works in the interest of/favour of the citizens/consumers. However, sometimes it is seen that 

legislature acts in the favour of firms i.e. it lobbies with firms by giving them undue benefits. This 

is the difference between normative theory (i.e. maximising citizens welfare with some concerns 

for equity) and positive theory (i.e. balancing of interests, favouring firms, enforcing rules, etc). 

 

When lobbying happens between legislature and polluters then its termed as “regulation with 

endogenous politics”. The Interest Group Theory is consistent with the endogenous politics 

model of regulation. Whereas, when there exists no lobbying then its termed as “regulation with 

exogenous politics” and this exogenous politics model of regulation is consistent with the Public 

Interest Theory. 

 

 

Basic Regulatory Instruments 

There can be 2 kinds of environmental regulation – one, Command and Control and two, 

Economic Incentives. 

 

Command and Control Regulation –  

• It is the dominant form of environmental regulation in which the regulator collects the 

essential information and specifies the steps individual producers must take to resolve a 

pollution problem. 

 

• It can take the following forms –  

a) One of the ways is to specify the pollution control system. Under this, the 

regulator needs to specify for each category of pollution source (factories, 

industries, plants, etc.) the specific pollution measures that should be taken. 

 

b) Another way is to specify the emission limits. As opposed to specifying the 

specific technology, the regulator can specify the emission limits that are 

permissible. 



• It can be combined with significant fines and penalties associated with non – compliance. 

This is however, different from economic incentives. The key distinguishing features 

between command and control and economic incentives are –  

i). Restricted choice for the polluter as to what means will be used to achieve an 

appropriate environmental target and; 

ii). Lack of mechanisms for equalising marginal control costs among several 

polluters. 

 

• Advantages of Command and Control – 

a) One of the biggest advantages of this policy is the flexibility in regulating the 

complex environmental scenarios as the processes are understood. Also, since the 

processes are understood targeted policies can be made with specifications and 

there is more certainty that pollution would be controlled. Under this policy the 

limits can be set and the extent would be determined to which pollution would 

be controlled. 

 

b) Second advantage is the monitoring of compliance with regulation is simplified. 

This is so because the exact machines or components or pollution control 

equipment is specified as well as exact limits are specified (say not more than x 

grams of CO should be expelled) and hence, it’s easy for the regulators to check.  

  

• Disadvantages of Command and Control –  

a) This system proves to be very costly due to high information costs since the 

regulator needs to understand the exact production process and how pollution is 

generated in order to suggest/enforce the specific pollution control equipment.  

 

b) The second disadvantage is that there is none or reduced incentives to find 

better/cheaper ways to control pollution. This disadvantage is partially static i.e. 

whatever cheaper/better comes into market cannot be used instantly and 

partially dynamic i.e. no incentive for researching a better method/machine. 

 

c) Another disadvantage is difficulty in satisfying equi–marginal principle. 

 

d) Yet another disadvantage is that polluter pays for the pollution but nothing for 

the damage caused by pollution. 

 

Economic Incentives Regulation –  

• It is a form of regulation where public and private interests are aligned and rewards as 

well as punishments are decided accordingly. There are essentially three basic kinds of 

economic incentives –  



a) Fees: Pollution fees involves payment of a charge per unit of pollution 

emitted. When a polluter pays for every unit of pollution emitted it is in 

their interest to reduce emissions. 

 

b) Marketable Permits: These permits allow the polluters to buy and sell 

rights. Trading permits means a price of polluting rights i.e. in case firms 

pollute more then, they have to buy more permits. Hence, there is a 

disincentive to pollute more. 

 

(Refer to Figure 8.2 in Chapter 11). Suppose there are 2 polluters (Firm A 

and Firm B) who are allowed 100 units of pollution in total. Initially both 

the polluters are given 50 units of permits each. The figure depicts the 

“marginal savings from polluting functions” schedules for the two firms. 

Now, trading would occur between the two firms until Firm A holds e* and 

Firm B holds 100 – e* and the equilibrium price of a permit is p*.  

                            

c) Liability: Another type of economic incentive is the liability where the basic 

idea is that when firms take risky activities like storing hazardous materials 

or polluting natural resources, they need to take all the potential damage 

from it into account when deciding how carefully to operate. In such a 

case, there is no regulator but the firm is held responsible and penalty 

imposed, for the damage it causes while or after undertaking some 

production process. Hence, there is an incentive for the firm to take 

desirable precautions while operating. 

 

(Refer to the Figure 8.3, Chapter 11). This is a way in which negligence 

liability works i.e. firms are supposed to take precautions to prevent 

accidents. But whenever there is an accident related to the negligence of 

the firm or because of less precautions taken by the firm; it is penalised 

and supposed to pay for the damage caused by the accident. 

 

By trade – off, one can reach the equilibrium level of precaution i.e. the 

one where marginal cost of taking precaution are just equal to the 

marginal damage from taking that level of precaution.  

 

 

• Advantages of Economic Incentives –  

a) One of the major advantages of this type of regulation is that informational requirements 

are less i.e. to levy a penalty or fee, the regulator does not need to know how a firm is 

operating or the specific production procedures. 

 



b) Another advantage is that firms have all the incentives to find cheaper technologies or 

some other innovative methods to reduce pollution or contain the hazardous waste 

materials.  

 

c) Economic incentives – other than the incentive structure – involve polluter paying for 

every unit of pollution. Hence, the firms pay for the pollution control as well as the 

damage caused by their actions. Additionally, when the firm pays for the environmental 

damage it causes; its costs go up. These increased costs would likely be included in the 

price of the product that the specific firm was producing. Hence, the costs of 

environmental damage ultimately gets reflected in the price of product. 

 

d) The equi–marginal principle would be satisfied in this form of environmental regulation. 

Here, the fee is decided for every unit of pollution so the firms would equate their 

marginal cost of pollution control to the fee they are required to pay. In this sense, the 

equi–marginal principle is satisfied. 

 

 

• Disadvantages of Economic Incentives –  

a) One of the disadvantages of this type of regulation is to find a set of economic incentives 

that can accommodate the complexities of the environmental transformation without 

being excessively complex and impractical is extremely difficult.  

 

b) Second disadvantage of economic incentives is political. Usually environmental problems 

do not remain constant and there is a need to change the incentives with respect to level 

of fee, number of marketable permits issues, etc. from time to time. But practically, this 

adjustment might not be possible due to changes in governments and consequently, 

changes in the policies.  

 

c) Another problem is that levying fee generates huge/massive funds i.e. a lot of revenue is 

generated with the government. So politically there are possibilities that these funds 

transferred from firms to government, become just regular source of revenue for the 

government and such money is not actually utilised for environmental benefit.  

 

Complications for the Environmental Regulation  

  

1. Space and Time: Unlike other types of the regulation, environmental regulation poses 

some issues since it is complicated scenario between polluters and consumers. Space is 

a major player in environmental regulation. Usually the sources located nearby cause 

more damage compared to the sources located at a distance. For instance, if we are 

interested in the acid rain damage in the Black Forest then, emissions from German 



Power Plants would be causing more damage than the emissions from the English Power 

Plants. 

  

Time is another issue because with time the environmental problem can either become 

better or worse. This can cause problems with the static regulation measures taken for 

improvement. For example, urban photochemical smog (primarily ozone) involves 

sunlight and a mixture of nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds and hence, 

without the sunlight the problem becomes less severe. Consequently, the regulations 

should be different for day and night or should vary according to season. 

 

2. Efficiency and Cost – Effectiveness: Efficiency requires the balance of costs of emission 

controls and the damage of the ambient pollution, fully taking into account the 

complexities relating emissions to the damage. At times this might not be practical to 

balance i.e. cost in the present could be too high and the damage is in the extreme distant 

future. This implies that the regulations would have goals/targets would be imperfectly 

related to the efficient levels of pollution and to add to the complexity, “efficient” levels 

of pollution might itself change over space and time.  

 

Cost – effectiveness means that the environmental regulations achieve the emission 

targets or pollution control at the least cost. Essentially, if the environmental regulations 

achieve the emission targets at a least cost then regulation is cost – effective whereas; if 

the regulation is cumbersome and poorly matches the emission cutbacks with control 

costs then it is likely that the regulation will not be cost effective. All this would also 

require the regulator or the government to make regulations or plans in tandem with 

other government agencies and all polluters are checked simultaneously for pollution. 

For instance, one firm may be buying a technology or raw materials which causes more 

pollution and the supplier is not checked for or regulated for pollution control. 

               

3. Ambient – Differentiated Regulation and Emission – Differentiated Regulation: Ambient 

– differentiated regulation means that firms or industries in a particular area are 

regulated for pollution to remove or minimise ambient concentrations. For instance, in 

an industrial area all firms are under ambient jurisdiction despite differences in pollution 

or emission levels. Whereas; the emission – differentiated regulation means that the 

regulation is imposed on the level of emissions of the firms irrespective of their location 

i.e. emission/pollution levels cannot be more than say, x units. For instance, if such a 

regulation is applied to the tyre industry then all the tyre manufacturers across the state 

or country are required to follow that regulation.  

 

 

 



Basic issues and problems with the economic regulation or the reasons why environmental 

regulation cannot be completely effective –  

 

1. Hidden Costs or Delayed Costs – often the regulations require the firms to buy or invest 

in a particular technology or specific equipment to control pollution and the firms might 

only consider the onetime purchase and installation costs involved. But there can be 

more costs later on like the maintenance costs, refuelling or refilling costs or simply costs 

for upgrading the technology to a better/more sophisticated version. 

 

2. Information Asymmetry – regulators might not be able to extract the right or true or even, 

complete information regarding pollution or emission sources or the types of private 

firms involved and the diverse production processes they might be using. 

 

3. Risk – despite the best pollution methods and regulations some risk always remains from 

damaged environment. For example, a hazardous waste dump might be well structured 

and manufactured taking into account all leakage probabilities or might be located 

outside the city limits but still it poses some danger to the local residents of the city and 

there is always a possibility or risk of malfunction.   

 

4. Competition between Jurisdictions – with respect to the environmental regulations, rules 

and policies are made at various levels – local, municipal, state, national, governments at 

international level, other international agencies, etc. The involvement of various agencies 

at various levels might lead to the conflicting policies. There is no appropriate political 

level at which regulations should be made and implemented; rather the various agencies 

should ideally work in synchronisation. 

 

5. Incidence of Regulation – incidence means who bears the costs of environmental 

regulation. Sometimes the costs of environmental regulation are borne by somebody else 

and the benefits go to somebody else. For instance, pollution control in small scale 

industries so cost is borne by the small-scale industries’ owner but as pollution level 

decreases and the prices of nearby properties might increase (property owner benefit). 

Also, clean air or clean water regulations sometimes implies the increases in the house 

rents in the area – where again – the incidence of costs and benefits are different.   

 

 

 

 

 

 


